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UNITED S7'ATES OF AMERICA 1
-ii

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 7,~ -v

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY & LICENSING BOARD - -

In the Matter of

LOUISIAN A POWER & LIGilT COMPANY Docket No. 50-382

(Waterford Steam Electric Station Operating License
Unit 3) Application

JOINT PETITIONERS' ARGUMENTS
REGARDING CONTESTED CONTENTIONS

I. Introduction

Joint Petitioners', Save Our Wetlands, inc. (SOWL) and Oystershell

Alliance, Inc. (Oystershell) herewith submit their written arguments in

st.pport of the contested contentions numbers 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14

(redrafted), and 22 as stated in the joint submission of counsel filed

separately in these proceedings, in response to the Safety and Licensing

Board's directions in the Special Pre-Hearing Conference of Thursday, April

26,1979 (hereaf ter described as The Conference)(See Pages 110-111).

IL Joint Petitioners' oosition regarding contentions.

A. Requirement of soecificity and basis

Part 2.714(B) of the Commission's rules and regulations state in

pertinent part that "...the petitioner shall file a supplement to his petition to

intervene which must include a list of the contentions which petitioner seeks

to have litigated in the matter, and the bases for each contention set forth

with reasonable specificity." See 50 CFR 2.714(b). As a cursory reading of

the transcript of the special preliminary conference of April 26,1979 and the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff's response dated April 25,1979 makes

abundantly clear, the priniciple objection advanced both by the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission staff and applicant, Louisiana Power and Light

Company, revolves around the joint petitioner's alleged lack of basis k b
{:
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specificity ic. connection with the individual contentions which are che

subject of this memorandum. With that in mind, joint petitioners' believe

that it is instructive to review the standards by which the submitted
.

contentions are to be judged. In this regard, the understanding of the

Congressional Committee exercising oversight of the activities of Atomic

Energy Commission (the precedessor to the present Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, from which this Board receives its charter)is instructive. From

the hearings before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, 90th Congress,

1st Session, we find the following:

"While the term ' contentions' is not defined in the Commission's rule of
practice, ...the statement of contentions is analogous to good pleadings in
civil cases, i. e., the al'egations must be reasonably specific. ...the
requirement of reasonable specificity should be strictly enforced to avoid
nuisance interventions." See Licensing and Regulation of Nuclear Reactors,
Hearing before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, 90th Congress,1st
Session, Part 1 at p. 471 (1967).

Also instructive is the ruling of the Safety and Licensing Board

statement in TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY (Brown's Ferry Nuclear

Plant Units 1 & 2, Docket Nos. 50-259 and 50-260) to the following effect:

"It is true that the Board is under no obligation to affirmitively ' create'
contentions for petitioners or to transform patently bad contentions into
acceptable contentions. (citation omitted) However, we believe that where an
issue, clearly open to factual adjudiciation, can ue disearned somewhere
within the four corners of the submitted pleadings the Board is not free to
disregard it." See TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHOBITY, op. cit.,3 NRC 209 at
p.221.

Finally, but by no means of less importance are the U. S. Supreme Court's

observations regarding intervenors contentions in last yrar's decision of

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation v. Natural Tesources Defense

Counsel,98 S. CT.1197 (1978) (hereinaf ter referred to Vermont Yankee). In

order to be acceptable a contention must conform to a " threshold test" See

g, p.1196, which Justice Renquist described in the following manner:

"We think the Court's criticism of the Commission's ' threshold test'
displays a lack of understanding of the historical setting within which the

Mn35k2h.
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agency action took place and of the nature of the test itself. In the first
place, while it is true that NEPA places upon an agency the obligation to
consider every significant aspect of the envir mmental impact of a proposed
action, it is still en tumbent upon intervenors who wish to participate to
structure their partination so that it is meaningful, so that it alerts the
agency to intervenors position and contentions.

.

"...Co m m en ts must be significant enough to step our a threshold
requirem 2nt of materiality before any lack of agency response or
consideration becomes of concern. The comment cannot mere y state that a
particular mistake was made; it must show why the mistake vlas of possible
significance in the results..." Citing Portland Cement Associe tion v. Ruckles
House,158 U. S. APP. D. C. 308, 327, 486 F.2d 375, 394 (1973), cert. denied
subnom. Portland Cement Association v. Administrator. EPA. 417 U. S. 921,
94 S. Ct. 2628, 41 LED 2d 226 (1974)." See Vermont Yankee, Id., pp. 1196-

1197.

Of further importance was the Suprerne Court's approval in Vermont

Yankee of the Commission's description of its responsibilities regarding the

acceptability of contentions to the effect that "We do not equate this burden

with t1e civil litigation concept of a prima facia case, an unduly heavy

burden in this setting. But the showing must be sufficient to require

reasonsble minds to inquire further.", Id. at p.1197.

Joint petitioners' submit while it is appropriate for this Board to require

that joint petitioners' reach the " threshold requiremerit of materiality," that

applicants and the NRC staff have sought to place a far more substantial

burden upon the contentions than that of either a showing sufficient of

requiring reasonable minds to inquire further, or in the alternative an issue to

factual adjudication discerneable within the four corners of a pleading. Thus

joint petitioners' will show that their contested contentions have managed to

rise from the mire of total amorphousness, at least to a level of giving some

substantial notice of the potential of development of a material issue.

B. Burden of Proof Regarding Contentions

Joint petitioners' also note that a substantial amount of time has been

directed towards attempting to require a defense of the thesis advanced in

each of the contentions. It is respectfully submitted that such a view on the

k~ ~
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part of the Board would not be corsistent with either the Commission's

regulations or the decided holdings concerning the position of Jntervenors.

Part 2.732 of the Commission's Rules of Practice state that "Unless

otherwise ordered by the preceding officer, the applicant or the proponent of

an order has the burden of proof." Thus it has been held that "the Atomic

Energy Act intends the party seeking to build or operate a nuclear reactor to

bear the burden of proof in any Commission proceeding bearing on its

application to do so, including a 'show cause' proceeding." See CONSUMERS'

POWER COMPANY (Midland Plant, Units 1 & 21 ALAB-315,1 NRC 101 at p.

105 (1976). This same result was approved by the U. S. Court of Appeals for

the D.C. Circuit in York Committee For A Safe Environment v. U. S.

Nuclear Regulatory Com mission, 52 7 F. 2d 812 (C. A., D.C. CIR.,1975). In

the York Committee decision, the court observed tsy way of a footnote that

" Petitioner's suggestion that there might be Farmful cumculative chemical

effects which the Licensing Board should take into act unt did not make

them proponents of an order." ..."We agree with pet tioners that this

a20 cation of the burden of proof is unjustified." See York Committee, g, at

p. 816, Note 13. Based upon these holdings, joint petitioners respectfully

submit that it is encumbent upon the applicant or the Commission in seeking

to set aside the contentions of joint petitioners rather than for joint

petitioners to be required to sustain the viability of their asserted

contentions, presuming of course that, as a matter of law, these contentions

have passed across the " threshold test".

C. Analysis of Contentions

CONTENTION NUMBER 8. Applicant has failed to properly evaluate the

health and environmental effects from existing industrial, petrochemical,

manufacturing and background sources of pollution operating in combination

426 215-
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with low level radiation introduced into the environment by operation of the

Waterford 3 facility. .

As counsel for joint petitioners stated at the Prelimincry Conference

the lower Mississippi River Valley has one of the nation's highest cancer rates
-

and the rate is growing rapidly. Support for this is found in the following

Associated Press dispatch appearing in the New Orleans Times-Picayune, a

copy of which is attached as Exhibit A; Ba'sa Rouge, Louisiana (AP)"-

The Mississippi River and Gulf Coast Areas where crude oil is turned
into gasoline, plastics and other products may have the nation's highest
cancer rates before 1985 a federal scientist says.

"New Jersey now ranks as the Number 1 Cancer State, but we suspect
that the petro-chemical area along the Mississippi River and along the Gulf
Coast will nme out New Jersey for the Number 1 spot within 5 years because
it is growing at a much more rapid rate," said Eugene Sawicki.

Sawicki, an analytical che mist for the Environmental Protection
Agency said the EPA ran a preliminary study in the Baton Rouge area to
check for a possible link between cancer and chemical plar ' emissions.

"We came to Baton Rouge because it is growing industrial area where
they keep adding new petroleum industries and new chemical companies,"
said Sawicki, who was project manager for the study.

lie said the checks of the air in Baton Rouge and Geismar during a
three day period in 1977 found four chemicals known to cause cancer and five
suspected of being carinogens.

Most, he said, were substances called halogenated hydrocarbons.

"If you look at the known cancer " bad boys," at least 50% of them are
halogenated hydrocarbons," Sawicki said.

"What our findings in the Baton Rouge area indicate is that the area
needs much more study," he said.

"The EPA report emphasized that the process of tracking down,
separating and identifying airborne cancer-causing chemical compounds is in
its embryonic stage. And there is even less known about how much of the
total chemical mix in the air is necessary to cause a given type of cancer."

The report goes on to indicate that in Orleans Parish the death rate

,
from cancer for men is already substantially higher than that in Newark, New

Jersey. In Orleans Parish 242 of every 100,000 men died of cancer compared

with 179 for the national average and 217 per 100,000 in Newark, New

426 m-5-
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Jersey. See attachment A. To the same effect is the report "lil Death Do

Us Part" appearing in Figaro, April 19,1979, V. 8, No.15, page 7., a New
.

Orleans weekly newspaper, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit D.

The problem of radiation reacting in combination with other

carinogenic materials has been a least acknowledged by the national press,

see Newsweek, April 9, 1979, "All About Radiation" at p. 40. In the

Newsweek article we find the following statement,

"The public is subjected to a growing number of carcinogens -including
radiation - that may combine to trigger the disease (Cancer). Radiation is a
controversial field of research, and recent studies linking low level cancer
dosage to leukemia and other forms of cancer have been critized as either
too small in scale or too simplistic. For the past two years, a panel of he
National Academy of Sciences has been struggling to interpret such findings,
and its report is already nine months over due. Still a federal task force
warned in February 'that risks may be higher than early predictions.'" See &
p.40.

The preliminary work of Dr. Irwin Bross, on public health, statistics of Drs.

Thomas Najarian and Theodore Colton studying workers at the Portsmouth

*Naval Shipyard and of Dr. Thomas Mancuso of the University of Pittsburgh,

studying the employees at Hanford Nuclear Facility in Richland, Washington

is substantial evidence that the problem of low radiation is much more

serious than been recognized. See "All About Radiation", Id. pp. 40-45.
'

Additional support for the danger of inherent low level radiation is also

gathered from the following studies.

In " Genetic Damage from Diagnostic Radiation", 237 JAMA, p. 2399,

Dr. Bross and Natarajan explored the following hypothesis. "Using the data

from the Tri-State Leukemia survey and a mathematical model, the

hypothesis of low levels of diagnostic radiation produce severe genetic

damage that is expressed in the child of the exposed person as leukemia and

other diseases is tested. It is estimated that for about one percent of the

exposed persons who are affected by radiation there is a fif ty fold increase in

the risk of leukemia and a five fold increase in certain other diseases." See

b [',
'
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g p. 2399. Simliarly, Lundgren, et al, in "The Effect of Influenza Virus

Infection On the Pulmonary Retention of Inhaled Ce.144 and Subsequent
'

Sur sval of Mice," 34 Ilealth Physics, 557 (1978) reached these conclusions:
.

" Maximum radiation exposures in this study are many times lower than
those to be determinantal to laboratory animals in other studies. ...Chrcnic
exposure to 0.9 R/ day from a shic!ded gamma source under field conditions
was determined to be determinantal and decrease survival in a population of
desert rodents.

Studies such as described herein will help define the long terra
consequences to native animal populations of waste released to the
environ ment. Studies of the chemical and biological changes in the
environmcnt from the additional treated affluence are needed, as these may
be more important than the addition of the low level radioactive wastes.
Operational standards generally assure that humans will not be directly
exposured to the determinantal effects of waste materials; however native
plants and animals are not assured such protection. The present study
demonstrates the need to factor in all components of the environment when

evaluating the consequences of affluent releases. See IA, p. 608.

Finally, from the abstract of " Leukemia Risks From Neutrons" by Rossi and

Mays,34 Health Physics 353 (April,1978) we find the foUowing abstract:

An anaylsis of the leukemia incit'ents in A Bomb survivors at Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, which utilizes recently published death dose calculations,
discloses a substantial risk of leukeinia induulen by the maximum permissible
annual dose equivalent for occupational er osure. The possibility that
occupational exposure to neutrons may also pose a significant risk of
induction of other neoplasms is considered. A reduction in the maximum
permissible dose equivalent for neutrons seems indicated." See IA, p. 353.

It is submitted that in light of what is presently known about the

cumulative relationship between carcinogenic matarials and low level

radiation, that there is a substantial basis for Contention Number 8 and joint

petitioners respectfully submit that they have established a basis far beyond

the " threshold test" which is " sufficient to require reasonable minds to

inquire further." Further, as was held in the Vermont Yankee decision, it is

426 218
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clear that the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires this Board

to " consider every significant aspect of the environmental impact of a
.

proposed action "See Vermont Yankee, oo. cit., puora, p.1216." Accordingly,

joint petitioners urge acceptance of Contention Number 8.

.

CONTENTION NUMBER 9. Applicant has failed to properly evaluate

synergistic effects of low level radiation in combination with known and

suspected carcinogens such as halogenated hydrocarbons, other

petrochemicals, body hormones, tobacco smoke and other similar substances

in the environment, with regard to the following:

Iluman populations which would be rendered more susceptible toa.

cancer, heart disease, cardio-vascular and pulmonary diseases.

b. Animal and plant populations which will be adversely impacted

because of environmental stresses induced by these combinations of factors.

Contention Number 9 which deals which the combined effects of low

level radiation and carcinogens is directed specifically towards an interaction

between the two factors which acts to produce an environmental insult which

is greater than the mere additive cumulation, that is the concern of

Contention Number 8. Expressions of the synergestic priniciple may be seen

from the following.

In " Irradiation In the Epidemiology in Leukemia Among Adults, 43

Journal of the N9tional Cancer Institute, Number 2, (1978) at p. 301, Gibson,

et al, make the following observation:

"Our ir.vestigations of leukemia in children suggested a synergestic
effect between such factors as the mother's irradiation before conception of
the index case, intra uterine irradiation, the motner's history of reproductive
wastage and the history of early childhood virus diseases in the case.
Whether the effect of these factors was combined, the relative risk for
leukemia was higher than if each factor was considered separately." See, Id.,

A similar consideration appears in the following discussion g gp. 302.

.
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analyses of cancer deaths of the Hanford, Washington workers. The authors
state, "We uncovered three cancers with definite radiation effects (bonc~
marrow, pancreas and lung) while the approach of Marx et al, which included
a strongly controlled analysis, revealed a definite association between
radiation dose and multiple myeloma and pancreatic cancer. The significance
levels were such that the two findings could not be statistical flukes. Marx
et al postulate, as a cause of the association, exposure to identified
chemicals at the same time of radiation, and we are suggesting that the
association is a direct one. ...One reason why we used the double dosing
model was because we assumed that the mode of action was the same for
radiation as for other carcinogens (i.e. mutogens are potential carcinogens,
and vice versa). We also know that genetic constitution exerts a strong
influence on cancer sensitivity and that different constitutions reacted
differently to different diseases (carriers of the gene for xeroderma
pigmentosh, even in a recesive form are predisposed to skin cancer).
Therefore we decided that the second assumption (B) was probably invalid.
This conclusion prepared us for the possibility of non-linerarity of the dose
response curve (at a population level) since high doses would saturate a small
proportion of highly sensitive individuals and leave the rest of the population
with a different level of response. Another version of unequal sensitivity
would be expected if carcinogens interact, and several surveys st.ggest that in
relation to lung cancer the combined effects of smoking and radiation are
multiolicative rather than additive."

See Canelly and Stewart, " Low-Dose Radiation", the LandSet, July 29, 1978

at p. 262.

The synergesism produced by radiation in combination with hormones

has becn examined and supported by substantial evidence. " Ineffective

Radiation Dosage On the Synergesism Between Radiation and Estrogen in the

.

426 220
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Production of Mammary Cancer in the Rat, the author makes the following

observation:

"The Synergesism between and radiation and DES administration is
apparerst from the time tumor charts. In animals anesthetized with
pentobarbital, irradiation with 30 rads alone produced no malignant tumors,
whereas irradiation with 50 rads of DES-treated animals produced a slight
increase in tumor incidence over animals treated with DES alone. Irradiation
with 150 rads alone produced only one malignant tumor in one animal in 91
weeks, whereas irradiation of 150 rads of DES-treated animals produced a
marked increase in tumor incidence. Irradiation with 450 rads produced alone
produced single tumors at weeks 78 and 103 but had the same effect as
irradiation with 150 rads of DES-treated animals." See Id., 38 7ancer
Research, p. 3449-3450.

The authors conclude "We have been able to show that mar amary

tumorigenesis (increase in benign tumors) is proportionate to tho dose of

radiation alone but that, within the limits of this study, carcinogenesis

(increase in mammary cancers) from X-radiation alone is not significantly

prorortionate to dose. Mammary cancers produced with radiation alone were

The first was not observed until more than a year after the cancersrare.

appeared in ne animals treated with both estrogen and radiation.

Synergasism between radiation and DES-administration is apparent. Thus we

have a demonstration in rats, as well as in humans., 'diation carcinogenesis is

scopal." g, p. 3452.

See also, Segaloff and Maxfield, "The Synergesis.n Between Radiation

and Estrogen in the Production of Mammary Cancer in the Rat", 31 Cancer

Research, 166-168 (February,1971).

With the issue of synergesism, as well as with the problem of

cumeulative effects of low level ionizing radiation and carcinogens, it is

submitted that the existence of the phenomenon is amply demonstrated and

supported by substantial medical research. Although the research in tnis

field is in its infancy; nevertheless it is submitted that the demonstration of a

synergestic effect between radiation and known carcinogens does form a

426 n3\"
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substantial basis for admitting the validity of Contention Number 9. The

potent!al for application of the synergy syndrome as demonstrated by the

authorities cited above to the Waterford 3 context is certainly a significant
.

environmental and health hazard. Therefore, adoptian of Contention Number

9 is respectfully urged.

CONTENTIO N NUMBER 10. Applicant has failed to properly evaluate

radiation emissions which will be created by spent fuel storage due to the

underestimation of amounts of spent fuel which will be held in storage during

the usefullife of the facility.
.

CONTENTIO N NUMBER 11. Applicant has failed to properly evaluate

radiation emissions which will be created by spent fuel storage by

underestimating the amounts of spent fuel which will be processed, handled

and stored based upon underestimation of the quantity of such products which

will be stored on site at t ,e faciUty.

Contentions Number 10 and 11 reflect a concern that in its projected 40

year operating life Waterford 3 will be required to process handle and store

approximately three times as much spent fuel as it presently has the storage

capacity to hold. These contentions a e based on the unassalable fact that at

the present time there is no known method for safely and rermanently

disposing of spent fuel wastes. As reported in Newsweek megazine, April 9,

1979 " Atomic Plant Safety-The Big Questions":

" Scientists have been pondering the problems of atomic waste for the

past twenty years. The best solution so far devised has been to encase the

spent fuel rods in stainless steel containers and bury them permanently

thousands of feet below the carth's surface. The question is wh tre.

-11- / 3
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Currently, five thousand tons of spent fuel from the 72 commercial reactors

are temporarily stockpiled in vast underwater reactor sites awaiting a

permanent graveyard where they can be safely stored for five hundred years

or more which must pass before they are no longer toxic. See Id., at p. 39.

Given the fact that there is no presently acceptable means for

permanent disposal for spent fuel, the only conclusion that can be drawn from

Louisiana Power and Light's application for a license to operate Waterford 3

over a 40 year period is that at the end of the 40 year period Waterford 3 will

then be holding 40 years worth of spent nuclear fuel.

Counsel for joint intervenors are not unmindful of last year's decision of

the Natural Resources Defense Counsel. Inc. v. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission 582 F.2d 166 (2 D.C. Cir.,1978) which held that the NRC was

st required to utilize its rule making procedures to determine that high level

radioactive wastes could permanently disposed of safely before it should

continue granting nuclear power reactor operating licenses. Ilowever it is

respectfully submitted that the concern raised in Contentions 10 and 11

relate specifically to the q 'ities spent fuel which will be held at

Waterford 3. It appears to joint petitioners to be elementary logic that if the

amount of spent fuel held at Waterford 3 cmission to which one assigns the

value X, then the introduction of three times as much of spent fuel would

appear logically at least, to give rise to a radiation output three times (3 X)

as great. This is the basis of concern; and it is respeccfully submitted that

this concern is st.bstantial enough to meet the "thre: hold tests" of Vermont

Yankee; and therefore i* should be accepted by this Board.
,

CONTENTION NUMBER 12. Applicant has failed to properly evaluate risks

to humans caused by transportation of spent fuel and radioactive nuclear

426 223-12- -
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wastes into and/or through the Greater Metropolitan New Orleans Area as a

result of the following:

a. Applicant's lack of adequate details regarding proposals for

transportation of such materials

b. Applicant's failure to act.urately evaluate radiation releases.

resulting from such activity.

It has recently been reported thaf. the N.R.C. has adopted regulations

which curb transportation of spent nuclear fuel through densely populated

urban areas and also to place additional precautions against possible

hijackings or sabotage. See New York Times " Nuclear Panel To Limit

Shipment of ' Spent' Fuel in Urban Regions", May 23, 1979. It is submitted

that it would be difficult if not virtually impossible for high level wastes or

spent fuel to be transported from the Waterford 3 site in conformity with

these regulations. Accordingly it is submitted that this contention should be

admissible in order to further explore the issue raised by these developments.

A further concern b illustrated by the recent accident in the Nevada

desert in which tigh level wastes containing I * ce :ght fire and burned

resulting in substantial irradiation to those person..el a were involved in

the shipment. See Ne', Orleans Times-Picayune, May 20,1979 (attached).

CONTENTION NUMBER 13. Applicant has failed to appropriately evaluate

the health, safety and environmental tr;ks which result from storage of the

Waterford 3 site fm an extended and as yet undetermined length of time, of

spent nuclear u. aterials because of the lack of an acceptable and

technolegically feasible and reasonable means for permanent and interim

storage of high level radioactive wastes and spent fuel materials; which thus

renders applicant's interim storage as de_ facto permanent storage.

The concern expressed by Contention Number 13 is in sonr e respects

-13- -
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similar to the concerns of Contentio'ns 10 and 11. See Prcliminary

Conference transcript, pp. 88-90. Nevertheless it differs from these

concerns irt that it postulates that in view of the lack of technologically
.

G~;ible and reasonably acceptable permanent high level wastes and spent

fuel storage facilities, a nuclear power plant's spent fuel storage system

becomes that plant's permanent storage system; which porsibility is not in

any way addressed by applicant in the Environmental Report or the FSAR.

The enormous difficulty of dealing with the spent waste disposal problem was

recognized by the 2nd Circuit in N.R. D.C. v. N.R.C., quoting from the

general accounting office September 9,1977 report to Congress, The United

States Nuclear Energy Dilemma: Disposing of Hazardous Radioactive Wastes

Safely. The 2nd Circuit noted the General Accounting Office's observation

"the unresolved problein of radioactive wastes disposal threatens the future

of nuclear power in the United States. Nuclear critics, the public, business

leaders and government officials concur that a solution to the disposal

problem is critical to the continued growth of nuclear energy. See N.R.D.C.

v. N.R.C., op. cit., at p.125, Note 15.

Joint intervenors submit that the purpose of Contention Number 13 is

to require the examination of the Waterford 3 fuel facility as a de facto

permanent storage facility, a purpose for which the spent fuel storage

facility was never intended. Once again joint petitioners urge adoption of

this contention on the grounds that there is a reasonable basis for an

examination of the problem and for the reason that the contention however

inarticulate it may appear to the trained scientific mind, nevertheless rises

above the level of the " threshold test" and therefore as a matter of law is

legally acceptable.

'
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CONTENTION NUMBER 14. Applicant has failed to properly evaluate the

present inability to dispose of spent fuel assemblies which will ultimately

result in the necessity of increased expansion of the spent fuel storage
.

facilities at the Waterford 3 site.

Contention Number la, although concededly sharing the concerns of

Contentions 10,11, and 13, she tid be allowed as an acceptable contention

because it does stato a . lid Ae n for safety and enmonmental health

based upon the prescnt stel, of he ert in synt fuel storage.

CONTENTION NUMB ^ '' . Apclicant has failed to discover, acknowledge,

report or remedy deft t3 .: rr.aterials, construction and workmanship such as

improperly poured and set concrete and concrete poured without required

reinforcement during the fabrication of the containment 'ressel, (reactor

vessel) and/or related integral systems.

As counsel indicated in the preliminary conference, the allegations of

construction deficiencies is entirely too easy ta make; and exceedingly

difficult to develop from an evidentiary basis; nevertheless it has been

reliably reported by a major New Orleans newspaper, The States-Item that

there are " numerous mistakes being made in 1he concrete work at

Waterford." Understandably, the individuals making such allegations prefer

to remain anonymous in order to retain their employment.

A copy of the relevant portion of the article is attached hereto as

Exhibit D. Were this information merely isolated, there would be substantial

reason to doubt its admissiblity as a contention; however, the General

Accounting Office has criticized the Commission for not being thorough

- m. r!g-1 L. L D
.
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enough in its inspection of the construction of nuclear power plants. See Wall-

Street Journal, September 11,1978, p. 3 column 1. The GAO's report

specifically stressed that the N.R.C. has not communicated sufficiently with

workers at the sites in order to be able to evaluate deficiencies in

construction which are otherwise undiscoverable, and which constitute a

substantial hazard to the public's safety and welfare. The GAO report

further indicates that its own investigation confirmed the accuracy of four

such reports which had previously been ignored by the N.R.C.

Although it is very difficult for a public interest group to obtain

substantial and reliabic information in issues such as this, it is submitted that

intervenors shoulJ at least be granted the opportunity to commence discovery

in order to determine whether or not there is, in truth and fact, any

substance to the cited reports. Accordingly, joint petitioners submit that

Contention Number 22 is most assuredly a concern substantial enough to

warrant further inquiry by reasonable minds; and hence an acceptable

contention.

CONCLUSION

For the ressons advanced herein based upon the analysis and authorities

cited herein, it is respectfully submitted that the above discussed contentions

should be adopted.

Respectf y Submitted,

#'
fjd31. L. JOB {ES,
VGIL SPIE & JON S
910 ecurity Home t ad Bld-
4900 Veterans 31e orial B1 .

31etairie, Louisia a 70002 ''i [
(504) 885-5672 k2b . b
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University of Minnesota 55455

Dr. Walter H. Jordan
881 West Outer Drive
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Chairman, Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Chairman, Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Docketing and Service Section
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Henry J. McGurren, Esquire
Office of Executive Legal Director
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

George F. Trowbridge, Esquire
& Alan Yuspeh, Esquire
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge
1800 M Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

W. Malcolm Stevenson, Esquire
Monroe & Lemann
Whitney Building
625 Gravier Street
New Orleans, Louisiana 70112

Stephen Irving, Esquire
One American Place, Suite 1601
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70825
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Cancer Xate Soars Eear Refineries K $
.~ !

BATON R0tJGE,' LJ. ( AP) - The Mississippl '. tracking down, separating and identifying airborne that of every 100,000 men who died in the parish,242 4
fliver and Gulf Coast areas where crude oil is turned: cancer-caur,ing chemical colnpounds is in its embry- died frnm cancer. This comparcs to a national aver. .-*

'

into gascline, plastics and other products may have onic stage. And there is even less knowledge about age of 179 and a rate of 217 in Newark.
how much of the total chemical mix in the air is The cancer death rate for women was 154 per 100,- . . +

the nation's highest cancer rates before 1985.J
federal selentist says. . necessary to cause a given type of cancer. 000 in both Newark hnd New Orleans; this comparcs. ' ~/';

~~~~~~

7ew Jersey now ranks as the No I cancer state, While EPA scientists predict Louisiana's cancer to a national rate of 135 per 100,000, the report said. ;

but we suspect the petrochemical area along the Mis ~ rate will overtake New Jersey's in five years, figu es It also said that 25 Louisiana parishes were in the-' /-.-~'
- susippi River and along the Gulf Coast will nose out in a national report show that - at least in Orleans top 10 percent nationwide for lung cancer deaths,'

New Jersey for the Noi 1 spot within five years be. . Parish - the death' rate from cancer for men is al . and 13 parishes were in the tcp 1 percent. Of these
a 13, nine are along the Mississippi River or Gutt ' .

cause it's.growlDg at a_much.more rapid rate," said . ready substantially h!gher th' n that in Newark, N.J.

,

Eugene sawickt.
~ ~ The report 2y the National Cancer institute said Coast. d.

'

- ,
-

_#O _

*Sawickl, an analytical chemist for the Environ- ,
. .

( j'
mental Protection Agency, said the EPA ran a ,

-

.sreliminary study in the Daton Rouge at.a to check N. .
'

iN * *

f or a possible link between cancer and chemical '
,,

-

,

*
plant emissloris. i - ."We came to Baton Rpuge because it is a growing . '

.,

i ~ I'industrial area where they keep adding new petrole-
' *

um Industries and. new chemical companies," said -
-

. ,

,

* ;Sawickt, who was project manager for the study. . ,

lie said that checks of the air in Baton Rouge and. j
jGeismar during a three-day period la 19?7 found - s-

t
four chemicals known to cause cancer and five sus- -

' '* - .
.

.

pected of being carcinogens. . .

,

jMost, he saldl were substances called halogenated -
' ~ - -

, ,

I *
hydrocarbons.. s

d - f
'

"If you look at the known cancer ' bad boys,' at' '
,

f |1
. '*'

least ',0 percent of them are halogenated hydrocar- 7, , , :'
t' l'ibons," Sa wick! said. ,-

- - ' -

cate Ls that the area, needs much more study," he
*

, d. i, * . . b
' .

'

"What our findings 14 the Baton' Rouge area indid ,,

{.
*8- j,,

,

said, t i
- y -

.

.I
,

The EPA rfport emphasized that' the process'of . , ,? ,n.
- - * * '" '

c. g 4
- , - . 1
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TE Death Do
~

~s Part
Currently, NewJersey Leads The Nation in CancerIncidence,

. . . . . -

But EPA Officials Predict That The Baton Rouge - New Orleans Corridor

WillBeconie Number One Within Five Years

Economically, it has been a tidustries. In its rush toward in-By D. EIt!C BOOKIIAllDT mixed blessing. The petrochemical dustrial development, the stateThe metallic mushroom domes industry is capital nd energy- gave only lip-service, token con-rise like the spores of some alien, ntensive, w hich means that a lot of sideration for these concerns, inintergallactic fungi along the money and energy is utilized. the past, finding it easy to ignorebanks of the river. Complex en" Petroleum and chemical develop * the deteriorating water quality intanglements of tendril.like pipes ment and refining is a high- the state. It took the shocking andand fittings glisten in the sun like technolegy complex that requires sudden death of Kirt Jackson, a 19-the exposed root systems of other a lot of industry for each laborer year-old worker at a chemicalworldly mechanical. orgamsms, employed. The pipelines and waste disposal site, to focusperiodically releasing steam or canals that have been built to ser- awareness on the problems. Thesmoke or some less identifiable , ice these industries have in turn state responded with a variety ofgaseous mixture into the air. At in- caused environmental damage measures, but only after the fact.tervals along the levee these pipes such as saltwater incursiou into In addition to the toxic waste sub-project arross the banks and dip the swamp, which in turn cause stances produced by our own in-into the river. damage to the seafooo and fur in- dustry, Louisiana has also been theIt sounds almost like a Japanese dustries. Independent trappers recipient of chemical wastes inscic :1ce fiction movie, but and fishermen must then find other large quantities from all over thenowadays, it is more commonly employrnent, usually with the big country, to be disposed of at dumpsreferred to as "the mamstay of industries themselves. (The like the one where Kirt JacksonLouisiana's unprecedented in- government profits from this was overcome by lethal fumes. Af-dustrial expansion." The topic arrangement since it is easier to ter his death, a temporary han wasquestion is in fact the, state's tax a corporate employee than placed on permits for suchburgeoning petrochemical in- someone who lives off the land.) g g33g,dustry, and a drive along the river And the taxes that the state derives
p

between New Orleans and Baton from all these valuable petroleum
Rouge should be sufficient to con- and chemical products in turn help The untimely death of young Kirt

Jackson has caused him to 'evince anyone that the state's in- produce the healthy state budget
, viewed in retrospect as somethir.gdustry has indeed been intensely surpluses 'that now exist in

developed at least in that area. Louisiana. So while the fisherman akin to an involuntary martyr, but
Any 30 year old may recall that and trapper face problems, and the unfortunately his case may not be

an isolated one. George Davis, aas a chi , the dnve along the river rate of employment grows more
was a retreat to a bucolic paradise slowly than it would in relation to former petrochemical refinery

worker employed by Hookerof farm houses, crumbling plan- more labor-intensive industries, a
Chemica: and Occidentaltations, and arumals grazmg in lot of money changes hands that

pastures with blurred boundaries the state gets to siphon off m the Petroleum companies, died two
giving way to the swampy wilder- form of taxes. Whole books can be, weeks ago of cancer cliegedly con-
ness beyond. The transformation and have been, wntten on the tracted during work at the plants.
of that landscape, along the nver A $7.6 million suit has been filedeconomic implications of these in-and throughout large areas of

dustries. on behalf of Davis' family against
southern Louisiana, is one of t e Ilooker and Occidental bin s,44,

, Of especially pressing concern a t
present, however, are the health had been d pI,)ejl tter and upl er atmost sigmficant eranomic-

q , -environmental developn. a in
and environmental effects of theserecent times. Now that it has hap-

pened, and officials are saying )
-

more development is expected, it [
may be wise to examine the con-
sequences.



,

Hooker and Occidental's Taft, MANtJF'ACTI' RING " " "

Louisiana, refineries. He had not CARCINOGENS d e c n,

, worked there in two years. The Since the petrochemical in. risine from beneath the slabs of.

Davis suit alleges that his con- stallations under question are houses became so strong as to

dition was caused in all probability I sometimes involved in the discolur the paint on the walls.
,

by continued and prolonged i manufacture of one or more car- When the residents themselves
repetitive exposure to chemicals cin genic agents, it stands t began to exhibit symptoms of.

manufactured at the Taft I reason that the environmental con- s ckness and physiological impair-
facilities, that are known (and in tamination by these substances is ment [s near the former dump had

239 families who lived ona

some instances suspected) car- p ssible. The question then strec
cinogenic agents. becomes, how does this con- to be moved out and relocated.

3

The case of George Davis, who tamination come about? Accord- Tht was last summer. More
lived one month longer than his

. . -

recently, New York state officials
doctors had predicted, under- mg to Davis, it was onen a case of have discovered the existence of
scores the health threat that in- sloppiness on the part of industry. another Hooker Chemical dump
creasingly has been associated And a closely related factor: site four times larger and more
with petrochemical refineries, m ney. Davis maintamed that dangerous than Love Canal. This
namely that their presence in an chemical fumes and gasses were second site, the existence of which

area seems to cause the cancer ever-present at the refineries, Hooker had never disclosed, is
rate to escalate. frequently resulting from leaks. believed by officials to contain as

You couldn t always see them much as 100 pounds of dioxin, a
The Environmental Protection but you sure could smell them " he e mponent of 3,300 tons of tri-

Agency (EPA) has been condue, said.
ting tests in this area to explore the

the refm, maintained that although chlorophenol buried there. DioxmDavis ,
, ,

, seeming correlation between can- eries are intrinsically is extremely dangerous and ,ustJcer and chemical refineries. dangerous for these obvious M pounds of thestuff relea:ed into
Eugene Sawicki, an analytical reasons, the danger did not have to the air by a factory explosion in

,

chemist for the EPA, has reported be as great as it was. He felt Seveso,, Italy, forced thefinding at least four cancer- a lot could have been done to evacuation of the entire com-
causing chemicals and five suspec- pr tect the workers and residents mumty.
ted carcinogens in the air cround f the affected areas that was not
Baton Rouge. Since the Baton done because of the expense. Some %7 lle some candiates campaignRoup . Naw Orleans corridor plants in the Taft area had much for governor on the basis of having
is an area of intense petrochemical better safety records than o,hers, brought industries like Hooker
development, it does not seem very he said. And Hooker, he argued, Chemical and Plastics tosurprising that this area also leads was the worst. "A pipe would blow Louisiana, George Davis' attor-

,

the nation in incidence of lung can. and they'd say, ' Patch it, don't ney, Robt. E. " Bob" Lee, feels that
cer. (Currently New Jersey, replace it.' - Now you know that's the abuse of the p 2blic interest and
another heavily petrochemical not going to be as safe . . Hooker the environmentbysuch industries
state, leads the nation in cancer in- was just too damn cheap to do what is a potential scandal. " Watergatecidence across the board, but was right." was a kid's game compared ta this

Sawicki and EPA officials predict It's not the first such allegation scenario," he maintains. He was.

against Hooker. A recent startled to discovar while resear-that this area will become number
development at Love Canalin New ching this case that Davis' neigh-one withi- five years.)
York state showed Hooker has boracross the street on Azalea Dr.,Another study, undertaken

locally, gives credence to the - disposed of 21,000 tons of chemical -' '

, wastes at the site over a 10-yeartheory of the petrochemical- period,
cancer link. This study, sponsored
by the Cancer Association of The site was eventually closed
Greater New Orkans, mdicates and covered over. Residential
that the areas with the highest developments in the area expan-

rates of the disease are the most ded into close proximity of the
industrialized areas, namely West former dump. Gradually, the
Jefferson sad St. Bernard. Since buried chemicals began migrating
the study was limited in scale, it
used a demographic approach and
did not measure air pollution per
se. However, it was able to con- ,,7*
clude that locally the victims of k2h Lv-
lung cancer were largely male,
residents frequently of those areas
mentioned, and frequently em-
ployed in outdoor professions,
namely construction and
demolifi_A. hit should be noted that ,

as a pipefitter, George Davis was
technically a construction worker.
He was employed out of AFLCIO
Local 60, a building trades union.)



.

had died from cancer six months
-

this ecologically sensitive state. the nuclear industry af ter 30 yearsago. Like Davis, he was an in- , Officials now claim that Louisiana in operation has never managed todustrial pipefitter-welder and a was the number one state in in- devise a plan that could safely be
fellow union member. Within a five dustrial expansion last year, and put into operation. A significant
block radius of the Davis' home. Ed Steimel, president of tfie feature of the- Johnston bill is adown the road from Taft, Lee Louisiana Association of Business stipulation.that when the Depar-discovered that. Frank Marsiglia, and Industry estimates that 37 tment of Energy finally makes aalso an industrial worker and percent of the state's work force is decision on the environmental
friend ot Davis ha.d also contracted employed in the area of petro. aspects of its storage plan, nocancer, as had two wives of in- chemical production and refining, alternatives to the energy depar-
dustrial workers in the area. and related manufacturing. If tment's scheme would be con-
Ancther friend of Davis and fellow those figures are accurate, they sidered. In the light of the fact that
industrial worker, Ron Walker of would amount to the highest per the two states receiving the closest
Bridge City. had eontracted cancer capita concentration of such a scrutiay by the Department of
and died during the same period, work force in the country. Since Energy for use as a national
reports attorney Lee. While it is the petrochemical industry is nuclear storage dump are
possible that these seemingly highly energy intensive, and the Louisiana and New Mexico,
similar cases may all just be coin- currently favored means of because of their salt deposits, the
cidental, the disturbing possibility generating energy - coal and Johnsten proposal has caused a
remains that they are not. And in nuclear.- are also regarded as shcck wave of alarm among the
the light of Louisiana's nationally possible environmental and health state's environmentalists. Onepublicized pollution. problem, problems, it would seem that wa New Orleans daily morning

have entered an economic-
.many of the state's residents are environmental cycle that some newspaper, known for its coni,er-

becoming increasingly concerned. would regard as vicious. Among vatism, found the c onten' of the
The problem stems from an ap. those critics was George Davis. bill alarming and etreme enough

parent lack of adequate safe. "Up North, they have seen what to prompt a <.ritical Sunday
guards at the state level to protect they (refineries) can do, and they editorial.
public and environmental health. don't want them any more." *
In a seminar on air quality held "

last Oct. 8 assistant Louisiana At. OVERKILL STATUS .the simple reast.n that most
torney General Richard Troy said Despite all the proud statements

politicians' sense of survival
that poilution control in the state is industry ff cial prequdes them from proposing
not enforceable. He said present be a growing sentiment that the ** "
laws do not allow the state health refinery situation may be ap-

.department to win an injunction. proaching overkill status in some their own state being used as a
much less a penalty, against

areas. Even Edwin Edwards has dumping ground for extremely
polhtters. In his view the existing suggested that the state should be hazardous wastes. But it does
state pollution law, ena cted in 1964,

more cautious and selective in its nonetheless reflect the sentiment
was a preemptive one, designed to industry-seeking. In a similar vein f certain economic interests that
keep the federal govarn:nent out of Russell Long has stated that environmental concerns may bepollutioncont olhere.

Southern sta tes with less industrial simply too costly now that theThe lack 3 controls, coupled
expansion will soon be releasing economy is facing problems. On

with tax incentives, has apparently f;gures revealing a growth rate in the other hand, conservationists
succeeded in attractmg mdustry to employment of "two and a half such as LSU chemist Dr. Joel

tiraes as many new permanent Selbin maintain that vast amounts
jobs as Louisiana."

Further complicating the own state being used as a
already complex issue is the state : ping ground for extremely
of the economy and the much- 2.rdous wastes. But it does
balleyhooed energy crisis. As the eheless reflect the sentiment
cost of oil goes higher and higher ertain economic interests that
and (conomic pressures tend tr tronmental concerns may be
worsen as a result, there will un- -Jy too cosuy now that the
doubtedly be pressure nplied omy is facing problems. On
from some quarters to re ce en- other homi conservationists

. vironmental controls on industry : as LSU chmist Dr. Joel
, as a means of reducing costs. nn maint1in that vast amounts
Already Louisiana's own Sen. J. ,f energy are actually now
Bennett Johnston has proposed a available at no expense to the en-
bill that would speed up the licen- vironment merely by wiser use of

. sing and construction of nuclear the resources we already hav ^n7

Germany, Sweden, and in the ~ h -(One such a > pro ich widely used f (. /
power plants. Included in the

' proposed legislation is a proviso
that the Department of Energy be United States in :rlier years is
given one year to solve the spent- called co generation. Waste steam
fuel storage problem, even though from industrial plants is used to

generate electricity rather than
s.;,m a s...a.a ao.- ew. ...



.

mosphere.)
And so it goes.3 Industry ad-

vocates argue th'at petrochemical
plants have 'given this state
numerous economic advantages,
including a tax base that makes
the private citizens of this state
among the least taxed in the
nation. Critics charge that the
state is devouring itself for the
sake of paper profits, while the

rcal quality of life is buried in a sea
of industrial ws:,tes. In the middle
are those who feel that more en-
vironmental safeguards and more
labor intensive types of industry
would be desirable. Meanwhile,
George Davis' family and other
residents of the state's industrial
areas are waiting to see what will
happen next, while the arguments
ra ge on. O

42' 234

.
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Nevada Governor Bars
Nuclear Waste Shipments

CARSON CITY, Nev. (AP) - Gov. tive materials for dumpir;, er trans-
Robert List has signed an executive porting in Nevada,
order barring further shipments of no California joined Nevada i p
clear waste into the state from south- further shipments of nuclear waste by
ern California while a nuclear accident Aerojet Co., Harbor General Hospital,
in a remote part of Nevada is being Los Angeles County Hospital, Veterans

Administration Medical Center, Jen-
e vestigation focuses on possible nings Laboratory and Thomas Gray

improper packaging of the contaminat- and Associates,,all of southernr tilfor-
ed material which caught fire Monday og
in a truck at a nuclear dump near

'Beatty. Ten persons were subjected to %, the California Health
low levels of radioactivity when they Services Division has ordered Aerojet
emptied the truck. to suspend the us'e of all radioactive

~

List, in signing the order, also called inaterials because of its apparent
for development of a master plan for violation of packaging requirements
the packaging and shipping of radioac for nuclear waste, e

.

e
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decurrmg mghtmare pg;,
- e e ~ ~ ~ ~~

ew _-p
2atinued from Page 1 But if there was a real danger,I re Lf 5' C"' r . ..7 .

.-
'

k.I'd leaye."

! ace. Norco, Montz, Lucy, Sellers and A survey of the residential area near ['{,'J],g g.., ..- % * "-* s _. , ,,,, ,""- ",f",
-

* -

;ood Hope. Lucas said that in the event the Waterford 3 plant turned up only p
.

. . sccident 'at Waterford 3, these one resident who is openly enthusiastic (|. , ~ ' "g;,w'

c towns that "are definitely involved, about the plant. Joseph Vincent, the t, 'N u % j# g5 h,L.b, , , C, '. ..

Q@-(hp *}
,

O c a.
owner el the After Hours bar and res- F " 4e .

. , , . , . . ' '7dr.at we worry about." f. ',. , QL'{'6 ' A
Lucas' fear's are shared by many of taurant on the River Road in Killona,

"',.hg.d.d }%s
'-*

M
'

J'j".9 . ~e people who live in the shadow of said he believes the power plant "is
-

J[g.,jfg'd. ", ,.q~
.sterford 3, which is now about 60 dangerous, but it's a chance we have to.

i, , . ^- yy" *.[O , . .y s ,i . :--, .f'i [ p' take." p.r.

h.,' y ,'.,,,' t " Q *',.j"', Q) f ,.* p'* y ] p;|
,creent complete and scheduled to be /Vincent said most of his customers , . q ; . . , ;.,0**;..s operation by 1981. are constraction workers from the nu- rp''! . y'

,, , , .

Eva Singleton, a third. grade teacher
" J,',e --. .

y;
, Killona Elementary School and the clear pcwer plant and admitted "if it

,

( ', ** ',""Q-%e$';g ? ' , ,
'

;

.ather cf three children, said the acci. wasn't for the power plant, I wouldn't ,_

ti;i'&,.g.h,"n.^c ,c y,y
'

.

be he' e."
- .

f J eg[.*@' - ,;icnt at Three Mile Island "makes you Q" 7 ~ ., .. i'Al' of the Killoaa residents inter- 3 ,

hink that it could happen here, and if it
view ed complained they had never , ,-[fM-T,y,''

'.a'
- : , ;y

-'
7

ises, that would be the end of us. We're
,

-) g g*

beer visited by officials of either LP&L p. .

-a close here, where could we go?" %

i

, ./ g ~ ,. .,
*

: .i
Such concerns were reinforced yesJ or rtate and parish safety agencies to . , ], " j,9 fi.? ,

fQ. .;g i.r e,r; Q ' D, ,. ;

@f"/ <-)gWk.V ; f
- ' -

j
.crday by several construction workers explain the potential dangers of the e. -'

%[4[* $ y W1.. 7 h.t the power planL Three workers, em. power plant and emergency plans for "~
it.-Joyed as concrete masons at the plant,

M(... aid at a lounge near the plant that " GOD KNOWS,1 wouldn't know what J., :
'

they have witnessed numeroas " mis- to do (!n the case of an accident)," said m- -

:skes" being made in the concreta Jacqueline Brown, who also teaches at
c.ork at Waterford. The workers, w% the Killona Elementary School. "I [gggg Twgar.old monu Ba#m

Arena m Hers,aey, Pa. Dionne
declined to give their names or to pro. wouldn't know whether to go up or an asident crippled the Three
eide detailed explanations, *ald the downriver." y

mistakes are serious enough to cause Lucas, however, said he has given $!66p67 (AP Wirephoto)

them to worry about the operatingW. numerous talks about " Emergency
"It's not perfection," said one work- \ preparedness" to St. Charles Parishsafety of the plant. .

residents. He said he spoke to "a whole -

cr, who identified himself as a supervi- group of leaders from Killona" recent- p
j .Q {Q .sor of other concrete masons,"and yes,. ;ly but told them he could not give de-

s

d L
I would be concerned about living. , tails of the nuclear emergency plans yd A ') / ").} h

-

because these have not yet been .here." ,

completed.
4!U I-

The supervisor said he lives in New Mgf[fyg fggghgj gp jf[ pThe civil defense director said thoso^
Cr! cans. / a

LP&L of ficials, however, insist that plans,which he is drafting with the Nu-
the Waterford plant will be safe. Roy cicar Energy Division af the state Con.
W. Prados, the nuclear licensing engi- servation Department and with the - g gg/ g yA maid and confidant of Marilyn ,

r.eer for the. plant, said even in the cooperation of LP&L will be com. Monroe says the movig sex symbol
event of the worst conceivable accident pleted by the end of this year and will laughed at rumors that she was having
at the plant - a loss of coolant from a be tested probably late next year. an affair with President John Kennedy Margaret Trudeauy
partial melting of the reactor's core - A New Orleans-based organization Canadian Prime Mme

or his brotter Robert.
a person near the plant probably would opposed to the construction (.i nuclear * " "C' '"O #

act suffer "any observable effects in a power plants, Save Our Wetlands Inc., Lena Pepitone, who started working ! ver to'end the aff;

Ufetime." yesterday filed suit in Civil District for Miss Monroe in 1957, quotes the ac- nce attempted suicid
But that conclusion is disputed by nu- Court, asking that the state be ordered tress as calling the Kennedy brothers Mrs. Trudeau disc

clear power opponents such as Louisi- to also devise an evacuation plan for * "cuce" and saying she liked them be-moirs that she tried t
ana State University chemist Joel Sel- the New Orleans area, or else halt the cause they were " funny and smart."
bin, who claims LP&L officials "have- construction of Waterford 3.

"But I remember her insisting, knife into her chest

n't the foggiest notion whether it's cor- Lucas said if an evacuation is requir- 'They're not my type. They're boys,'" cused her of being u:
he told her:"You are

rect. The f act is, they'll tell you ed, he is especially concerned about the Ms. Pepitone says in the May issue of The Toronto news;
limited number of roads leading out of Playboy magazine.

KILLONA IS A predominantIr black the area. The civil defense director Ms. Pepitone said the actress told her ported yesterday inanything."

town of about 500 inhabitan*;. Many admitted that even by the time the Taft John Kennedy did not act like a presi- os a week.long serial
are employed downriver at Avondale plant is operating, there will be only dent when he was around her. "He was "Beyond Reason" trsaid she fell mad!
Shipyards Inc. or at the nearby Union- three evacuation routes on the west always telling her dirty jokes, pinching
Carbide plant; very few work at Water- bank and two on the east bank, and "I

her and squeezing her . , , the for- "high-powered Ame-"

don't know what can be done about it." mer maid said.
' tournament in New '

ford 3. When her huband c
Nevertheless, the nuclear reactor is "This is our main problem in St Miss Monroe met the Kennedys

an mescapable presence in Killona. Charles Parish, no joke about it," he through actor Peter Lawford, who was being unfaithful, Mrshe screamed, "Okasaid. "We hve in a trough surrounded
by water, with h,mited access and . married to a Kennedy sister, Ms. Pepi.The plant's concrete tower looms next love!" She ssid she g:

tone said.to the River Road out of a former
sugar cane field that is literally in egress." The article was execrpted from a attempted to stab
Killena's backyard. Somet:mes the Lucas believes the Three Mile Island Simon & Schuster book," Marilyn Mon. with guilt.

9ht said in the boo:
owv rnar of construction work be- accident will speed up emergency roe Confidential," to be published this
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